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THE ROLE OF L~ING, PERCE~lON, Am
REWARD IN MON~EY$ CHOI~ OF FOOD

By WILLIAM A. WtLwN, JR., University crf Colorado

Harlow and Meyet have reported that monkeys given a choice between two
different amotmts of fond usually choose the latger amount, although ‘errors’
(;.e. choices of the smaller amount) sometimes occur: The authors tecognize that
the ability of the animals to discriminate differences in ammurt of food may enter
into such choices-at one point in their prrper they account for an aberrant finding
in terms of “’the ease with which a half-peanut may be confused wjth a whole
peanut “-but they give the impression that theit results are to be understood
primaeily in terms of the reinforcing properties of eeward. Whether there was
any evidence of learning duting the early stages of testing, they do rr@ say. It may
be significant, however, that the animals used had earlier been trairi@ in paited
compari~, I{

In the expeeimerrt reported bese an attempt was made to anal~ some of the
factors entetiqg into choices of b kind studied by Harlow and Me~r. Different

“ amounts of fuod were prese~d to monkeys, and choicos were rec&ded until a
stable level & performance ~ Mhieved. Then the situation waa so cha@ that
the amounts of food presenti ctitinued to functicrrs as crres but not as rewards
for choice; that is, discriminative and reirrforcing fnctots were unconfoundd.

Srr4j&r/J, Tbe Ss were six immature rhesus monkeys. All had extensive previous
training in a probabll ity-leaming situation fot peanut-reward? Thq also had some
previous experience with an automatic apparatus which yielded a single pellet of
glucose for correct response.

Appmztx~. Within a Wisconsin General Test Apparatus a special testirrs board
was presented to S. This board was painted flat black except for two gray sqtlares,
2.5 in. on a side and 5 in. apart. A piece of 1~-in. plywood, also black, raised
the surface of the 2.5 X 5-in. space between the sq~lares. For Series 1, each of the
squares was covered by z transparent 2.5-in. square Iucite box, I in. deep, placed
with its open top down and hinged at the side away from the monk~y. The food-
reward, placed on the gray square, could easily be seen tbroush the bottom of the
box and obtained by tilting the box. For Seties II, a special set of five boxes was
prepared. Transparent tops were placed on the boxes and on the inner sides of the
tops appropriate numbers of glucose-pellets were Slued. The last 0.5 in. of the
top farthest away from the monkey was cut out, and a strip of aluminum Wras

* Received for publication November 12. 19s8. This research wzs done at the
Institute of Living, Hortford, Conrrectictlt. It was supported in part by the Office
of the St]rgeon General (Department of the Army), Contract DA-49-007-MD-763.

‘H, F. Harlow and D, F. Meyer, Paired-comparisons scales for monkey rewards,
], correfidr.& fihyfiO[. Psycbol., 45, 19~2, 73-79.

*W. A. Wilson, Jr., and A. R. Rol Iin, Two-choice behavior of rhesus monkeys in
a noncontirrgent situation, /. exp, PJycAol., in press.
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so fixed to it that S could not aee into this part of the box. These boxes were placed
tcspsicfedown upon the squares, as described below. A microswitch was attached
to tie testing board next to each gray square, and one or the o~r was tripped
when S respcm~ by lifting a box duristg either series.

Procedxre. Since the SS had previo~ experience. with similar boxa its ? ~dlas
apparatus, no s~~}, prefitnimry tmi$~ was given. There W- w experi~rs~l
ptiedufea (sefies~ d 11).

‘S#ius Z. Glssc_ 0,05 gm, ‘k weight and 4 mm. in d-, s ,4,
is,: the five _& ~ osse, two, thcee, four, and five peuetw @ eacfr trial in
~ies I, one of these amounts of rdward was placed under one tix and another
mount was placed under the second box. ( Ih both series, the pellets visiMe in
e~h box were in a straight line, parallel to the front of the box, arsd approximately
O* pellet-diameta from each other. ) Then the oneway screen between the
rewards and S was opened and S was allowed to lift one box and obtain the
corresponding reward. Opening the on~way screen started a clock which was
stopped by opening either of the boxes. The latency of response, measured in
units of 0.2s sec., was recorded throughout the experiment.

There were 40 scored trials given each day for 10 days. Within each block of
10 trials, each possible comparison appeared once, in random order. On any day,
two of the four different presentations of a given comparison were made with
tbe larger amount on the right side, and two with the larger amount on the left.
Two warm-up trials were presented before the 40 trials of a daily session; for
these, the same rewards as were to be used on the last two trials of the day were
employed.

Serier 11. In Series II, the boxes with pellets glued inside were used. These
boxes looked very much like those of Series 1, but, when S lifted a box, the ap
parent reward came away also and was unobtainable. Instead either four pellets
or no pellets (placed beforehand by E on the portion of the gray square screened
from S by the aluminum strips) became available. The random schedule used in
Series I was used to determine which boxes (in terms of numbers of pellets)
would be used, and on which sides of the testing board they would be placed;
four pellets were always put under the box with the larger number of stimuhrs-
pellets, and no pellets under the other box. Again, 40 trials (plus the warm-up
trials) were given each day for 10 days.

Ref%ltf. On early trials of Series I, the choices made were random with respect
to the number of pellets in the boxes, but choices of the larger number of pellets
increased to an asymptote in approximately 300 trials. Results for individual com-
parisons (e.g. five vs. three pellets ) yielded negatively accelerated learning curves
similar in form to that of the over-all results shown in the left part of Fig. 1.
On the first triaIs of Series 11, the Ss arpeared to be surprised that they could not
get the pellets which now served only as cues, but immediately fnund and consumed
the reward-~llets when they chose the correct box. The second half of Fig. 1
shows the mean and range of accuracy of the tests in Series 11. There is no evidence
that the procedure in Series 11 led to a higher percentage of ch~ices of the box
with the larger number of pellets.
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The gradual increase in mean percentage of choices of the larger reward during
the course of seri~ I presumably refiects a graduaf incsease its Ss knowledge
of the situatinn and of the results of comparison and choice. The mean -
masks the fact tt~at some Ss =hibited wte rapid increa~ from a near<hance b
a near-perfect mode of behavior, buY’even in the data for these animala the

,
transition is not abrupt. The .errura’ that remain after the animals have reached
asymptotic performance in Series I are due, presumably, to a certain lack of dis-
tinctiveness between the groups of pellets being compared. The evidence from
Series 11 leads to the conclusion that the asymptotic number and pattern of errors
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FIG, 1. C

(Mean and range are plotted for successive blocks of 100 trials.)

in both series are due primarily to a lack of percepftiul distinctiveness rather than
a lack of distinctiveness in reinformeot-value. In Series 11, the di~retsce k
reward between a correct and art incorrect chaice always is quivalmt to *
maximal difference in reward between the two choices in the comparisons of %= I,
yet the asymptotic performance is no higher? These results cast dorrbt upon th

‘ The monkeys later were retested after half of them had been subjected to bi-
lateral lesions of the inferotemprsrai cortex. The Ss received 200 trials under the
procedure of Series 1, followed by 200 trials under the procedure of Series 11and then
rr final set of 100 trials under Series 1. The operated animals displayed a tem~rary
reduction in percentage of choice of the huger number of pellets in both situations;
on the second and third blocks of 100 postoperative trials the inferotemporal ani-
mals were uniformly inferior to the normals. Ablation of the inferotemporal area
has been shown to affect the performance of monkeys in problems of visual dis-
crimioation, but does not appear to afiect (as do lesions of certain rhinencephalic
areas ) reactions to alterations in deprivation or ma nitude of reward (W. A. Wilson,

$Ir., and Mortimer Mishkin, Comparison of the e ects of inferotemporal and lateral
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immediate applicability to animals of simple choice-methods of measuring utility:
scal~values were computed for the different numbers of pellets based upon the

choices of all Ss, for each block of 100 trials? With arbitrary values of O and 10
assignad to the extreme amounts (zero and five pellets, respectively), tb values
shown ‘jn Table 1 wete obtaiotd for two, three, and four pellets. On the hst block
of trials of Series I, the scalkvaluea for three pellets and for four PSll@Sare ?~t
as high or highet Mati tfie vdw for five pellets. After & third bfock, there ~ bsst
little ~vidence for further xc in wale-valut. Tbt vdum obtained durins the
final b~ock of Serb 1 and ,tk h~l block of tiies 11 were compared by c~m~!brsg ,

a
3
4
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scale-values for individuals, and comparing the means then rsbtaind. The differ-
ences between tbe values obtained in the two series were not signikant for any
amount of reward; nor did the difference between the scale-valu~ for two and
four pellets vary significantly from the last block of Series I to the last block of
Series 11. The results for each S on the last block of each of the two series were
pooled to give asymptotic scale-values. The relation of these values to number of
peiltts is neither arithmetic nor logarithmic. Plotted, they seem to lie almost nlid-
way between y = ~ log x and y = d (x-1), and the experimentally determined
points differ significantly from both curves. The relation found by Harlow and
Meyer, who used amounts of ~~, Yz, 1, 2, and 4 peanuts, was logarithmic. The
discrepancy may be due to differences in kind of food or to differences in the
pzttern of amounts:

occipital lesions on visuallyguided behavior in monkeys, J. c?mPzr. & P~YJ~Of.
PryJho~.,>2, 19s9, 10-17; L. Weiskrantz, Behavioral changes associated with ablation
of the amygdaioid comp[ex, unpublished doctoral dissertatjo~ Harvard University,
1933; J. S. Schwartzbaum, Food-maintained behavior in monkeys following
bilateral abl?tion of the amygdaloiJ cumplcx. unpuhl ished J{)[toriil dissert.it i{m,
Stanfo{d Un~versity, 1958). Thus the deficit Jispltiyed by the operated SS in tl]is
stuJy IS further evidence th~t the behavior of normal monkeys in such a situti!it~n
is limited by perceptual or learning factors and not by reinfOrcenl~nt-v~lue .Jistin~-
tiveness. (Beverly D. Overstreet assisted with this postoperative testing, whtch wus
done in the Psychotogical Laboratories of the University of Glifornia, Berkeley. )

4 R. D. Lute and Howard Raiffa, G~rJJeJand Dtc;J;ot~J, 1957, 12.3a.
$J. P. Guilford, PJycbometric Mttbarf~, 1936,236.
“This experiment does not answer the question of exactly what aspect of the

stimuli was Wing discriminated; it may, for example. haye ~~ e{ther nulnerosity.
length, or volume. The situation did allow for a simpler dlscrJmmatlon thtn did that
of Harlow and Meyer, who used a mixture of different Wrtions of Peanuts and
d!fferent numbers of peanuts in their series.
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564 WIL~N

The median laten~ was computed for each of the 10 compafitids, separately
for each S in each block of 100 ttiali. ~ mean of the median Iatencies for mcfs
comparison its the last block of triak of WtiesIisplo~, in Fig. 2. F~om u prior;
considerations, there aist several -Me bases u~n which to ptedict the
Cefatim Iatencies of thevarious choi~crrrsbbtions as a function of the slter.
natives presented. $omc interesting suggestions arc provided by rank-difference
cotrelatiorrs computed between the observed laterrciea and the ranking of Iat*ies
predicted from consideration of the total number of pellets presented, the size of

>
I

, 1

2 3
1
4

the larger number of pellets presented, the difference in size between the two groups
of pellets, and combinations of these factors.

Although more parsimonious explanations might be offered, the fatencpdata
for Series I seem to k most completely ~plained by invoking three factors. At
asymptote, response is more rapid if the total number of pellets presented is large,
{Jr if the number of pellets in the larger reward is large. These two factors are
themselves highly correlated, and exact analysis of their separate contributions is
not possible, but the data are consistent with the suggestion that the total number

random and- the choice-situation is not well understood, and that the larger reward
becomes more important at asymptote. The difference in size of the two rewards
also affects latency. At asymptote, a larger difference leads to a faster response; it
may be that’ very early in learning an opposite relation holds, since only a very large
difference in reward makes the animal pause and choose carefully. Thus, after the
choice-situation is well learned, Iatcncy of response can be best predicted by some
negative function of the maximal reward possible, and the difference in the size of
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the stimuli. In Series 11, tbe m=imal’ reward is constant from trial to ttisd; thUS
we should not expect the larger number of pellets presented (or the total num~r
presented) to contribute directly to determinati~ of the latency of responx. The
~ormlational ~mults am ~nerallY in agreement with this ptedidion. fie diffe~e
in the num~c of M]J@s in t~ two boxes continues to operate, as a stimulus-factot,

correlating p~sitiv~ly with thes~ ~ resP~se.
lt may be konclu~, -, M -vbr of the mkqs in th~. mwf~t WY

be explain?diin the following fa~~< In ,fhe &tly trials, S l-s abut tbe ~sfure
of the choicffsituati~, tie tes~ ~ may ~ ~de, and *ir v+io~ _

@ly wh~ t~ sthujj (~ ~ d) * g~Y dw=~ * ~ -C
carefully. When th sitwtion is well, l-, all choices (-epi for tsssdti ,wmm)
are made of the larger reward, to the limit of Ys perceptual abili~; sf*.tim
is treater WI- t~ diffexessce been the stimdi is arssall&.The diffff~e in

:c, the total amount of. . ..
.- ~-.–...
reward does not limittheaccuracy of reapnse at ~YmPtot~

reward in the situation (primarily in the early triala) and t~ larger reward In t~
situation ( Drimari[y after it is learned that only one reward may b obtained) do...- ..
positively influence-the speed of reapnx.

Sammary. Six rhesus monkeys were allowed to choose between two transparent
boxes, in each of which one, two, three, four or five small glucose pellets could
be seen. For the first 400 trials, S lifted one of the boxes and was allowed to
retrieve and eat the pellets he had seen the~e.

For the next 400 triala, the pellets

that were vjsible in the box could not actually be obtaind; instwd S got four
pellets for choosing the box with the larger number of ‘stimulus-~llds’ and
nothing for chuosing the alternative box.

The aoimals learned gradually to make the response that led to the larger of the
two possible rewards on each trial. The choices of the larger reward were limited

by the perceptual ability of the monkeys, and not by the lack of distinctiven=s in

vaiue of the rewards. An effect of reward-value which WUJdifiemntial between

triais may be note(i: the amount of reward in a trial interacted with the perceptual

factor of the relative size of the stimuli to influence the Iatenq of response.
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